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Tweeter’s Manifesto By @PhilipMiles First, the bad news: A handful of posts on a social networking site are probably not going to rake in millions of dollars in leads to your practice. Sorry. Why go on Twitter then? I write this manifesto1 to explain why I “tweet” (a post on Twitter is called a “tweet,” which doubles as a verb, as in the act of tweeting). Twitter serves as an invaluable news source, generates an online presence and reputation for my practice, and helps me connect with my peers. You can read, write, and interact. Phrased differently: discover, publish, and connect. Discover Once upon a time, Twitter.com was a quirky little social network and Ashton Kutcher was scrambling to become the first user with one million followers. Now, Twitter touts over 300 million active users, and Taylor Swift has more than 64 million followers. I know what you’re thinking; Ashton Kutcher and Taylor Swift are not exactly known for their razor-sharp legal analysis. Truth be told, Twitter has plenty of pop culture, including more Kardashian and Justin Bieber buzz than you could possibly want. However, with so many users, you can find just about anything on Twitter. There’s even an account called @KanyeWestlaw (“@” identifies a username on Twitter). Kanye Westlaw is a parody combination of the rapper, Kanye West, and the legal research database, Westlaw. For example, he once tweeted “Ladies at da club be 12(b)6’n fellas left and right for failure to spit their game” (a nod to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6)). If a parody rapper-attorney is on Twitter, you better believe there are also lots of actual attorneys. That’s the beauty of Twitter - You see what you want to see. You can easily search for other users based on any search criteria that interests you. For example, as an employment lawyer, I search for terms like “employment lawyer” or “HR” and I find tons of people who tweet about my chosen practice area. Once you find people, you “Follow” them. When you login to Twitter, your “feed” is filled with updates from the people you follow. You can even create “Lists,” or subsets of the people you follow, based on a common theme. For example, I created a List called “Emplaw” (available at



1



For my similar manifesto on law-blogging, see Blawger’s Manifesto, THE FEDERAL LAWYER (January/February 2012), unedited version available online at https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bNmUihVs_kNL_0vWTYDGh9moIOHtKr0GylQAXflgtCw/edit?usp=sharing.



https://twitter.com/PhilipMiles/lists/emplaw), with 87 employment lawyers, and HR enthusiasts. When I pull up that List I see something like this:



It’s like my own news network with the latest updates from the world of employment law! You can also search for Tweets on any search criteria you choose. Some people utilize hashtags, indicated by the pound sign “#.” For example, when people are tweeting about the Supreme Court, they sometimes include #SCOTUS in their tweets. Just click on #SCOTUS in the tweet and Twitter will automatically retrieve all of the tweets that include that hashtag. Let’s not forget about Trending Topics! Twitter also lists the hot topics that a lot of people are tweeting about at any given moment. During the World Cup finals, Twitter reported that tweets were flying at 618,725 tweets per minute. Trending Topics show you what’s popular. Here too, you have some filters available. You can see Trending Topics based on the world, a specific country, or even the city-level. Earlier this year, the NLRB was even a trending topic, following its release of an opinion in



Browning-Ferris (“refin[ing]” the joint employer standard). Who knew employment law was so popular? Publish Twitter is a great way to read, and discover what’s going on in the world. However, it is also a “micro-blogging” platform that allows users to publish their thoughts, pictures, videos, and hyperlinks. After six years, I’m starting to get the hang of it. Here are some do’s and don’ts: Don’t be stupid. I know, that sounds obvious. Perhaps a better way to phrase this would be to pause before you post and think how strangers would perceive your tweet. Maybe you’re the witty one in your friend group who cracks people up with your edgy sense of humor that pushes the boundaries of political correctness. Be careful. Remember those Trending Topics I told you about? As she boarded a plane, PR director Justine Sacco unexpectedly tweeted her way into infamy, and the #1 worldwide Trending Topic, with this zinger: “Going to Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS. Just kidding. I’m white!” Don’t be Justine. Don’t advertise. I see this mistake on Twitter a lot. People know Twitter can be a valuable marketing tool so they overtly pitch themselves over and over – “Look at me! I practice employment law, call today!” Remember, on Twitter users choose who they follow and what they see when they login. Generally, people don’t tune in to media just for the ads (Super Bowl excluded). Of the 300 million active users on Twitter, next to none want to read your self-serving advertisements. Do market yourself. Wait, didn’t I just say not to do that? There is a fine line between overtly pushing your practice, and subtly demonstrating your expertise. I do post links to my latest blog entry about a new employment law development. It demonstrates that I stay current, have a passion for a specific practice area, and even helps with search engine optimization (SEO)(i.e. it increases the likelihood of an Internet search directing people to my website). What differentiates this type of post from the overt advertisement is that the target audience (in-house counsel, HR professionals, and anyone else who confronts employment law issues) will be interested in new developments. If you don’t have a blog, you can still tweet links to employment law decisions, articles and blog entries from other people, and your own commentary on hot topics. Show your followers that you’re passionate and knowledgeable about your field, don’t just pummel them with ads. Do personalize it – a little. This is another delicate balancing act. On the one hand, if you’re using your Twitter account as a professional development tool, then I’m sorry to say that most of your followers just aren’t all that interested in you; they’re interested in your area of practice. That said, even a professional Twitter account should



include some personalization. Every once in a while, I toss out a nod to my coffee addiction or mention a particularly good book I’m reading. It helps to personalize my account a little bit, but I always return to my bread and butter: the employment law tweets. Connect It’s not called social media for nothing. Don’t forget to foster connections with the people in your field. If you see a good tweet from a fellow attorney in your field, go ahead and retweet it. A retweet essentially takes a post from someone else and re-posts it to all of your own followers. Or, you can just click “Favorite” to let the tweeter know that you saw the post and enjoyed it (analogous to Facebook’s Like button). If you want to make it a little more personal “Reply” to the Tweet, which essentially notifies the Tweeter of your response and allows for conversation. If you don’t want to have a public conversation, Twitter also allows users to send private messages to one another. Like many things in life, with Twitter you get out of it what you put into it. If you’re actively engaged and interacting with people, then you’ll establish some connections. Who knows what that could lead to! In 2011, I contributed a chapter to a book called Think Before You Click: Strategies for Managing Social Media in the Workplace. The fun part about this project? The lead author and editor, Jon Hyman, assembled the team through his own social media contacts. I’ve also been quoted and interviewed in publications, and published articles via my Twitter connections. In fact, I’m writing this article as part of my scheduled appearance at the 2015 ABA Labor and Employment Law Conference to discuss Twitter (presumably my Twitter activity contributed to this invitation). The key is to connect with active Tweeters who share your interests. It won’t take long to find the people who consistently post quality content in your area. Twitter facilitates connecting with those people. Use this valuable tool to interact with the heavy hitters in your field. Conclusion Twitter helps with some of the traditional marketing goals: getting your name out there, building a reputation, and improving your website’s SEO. However, Twitter provides so much more than just an advertising platform. Twitter is a tool that enables you to read and discover, publish and participate, and connect with people from your field who share your interests. Get in the game, and reap the rewards!



About the Author Philip Miles is an attorney in McQuaide Blasko’s Civil Litigation and Labor and Employment Law practice groups in State College, PA. Mr. Miles also publishes the employment law blog, Lawffice Space (www.LawfficeSpace.com). Of course, he is also on Twitter, @PhilipMiles.
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